Identity Manager is the perfect badging solution for us because it syncs up with all of our student and faculty information and allows us to easily produce badges that work with all of our applications on campus.
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Key Features & Benefits:
- Create an unlimited number of card designs
- Customize card design for different classifications of students or employees
- Print an unlimited number of database fields directly to the card
- Enroll student and employee data and card information in one user-friendly interface
- Print badges one at a time or batch print large quantities
- Support for multiple card technologies including prox, smart, MIFARE and magstripe
- Add barcodes for use with other applications on campus (ie: library)
- Read pre-encoded smart cards during the print process and automatically assign card numbers directly to student or faculty accounts
- Capture photos of cardholders for validation in other TotalCard applications

Additional TotalCard Modules:
- Access Control
- Laundry
- Dining & Meal Plan
- Copy Control
- Student Attendance
- Key Management
- Event Tracking
- Time & Attendance
- Bookstore
- Visitor Check-In
- Vending